
OUR BIO-TECH PLANET: FUTURE OF PLANTS AND HUMANS

CLOROFILLA - TRANSCRIPT

TIGER

Little tiger
painful eyes
aren’t you running too fast?
Your symmetry shatters under your own claws
the fearful strips now they melt
like the rainbow flows

Poor tiger
tired eyes
wandering lonely in the crowded night
once the moon was your love and path
and no one could blame your deadly hand

But when the shadow left its light
oh tiger
you forgot your way to come back home

Proud tiger
without a reign
where is the glory
why all this pain?
maybe you hear
the ancient tree
crying softly
because you leave

Little tiger
burning bright
like a meteor in the sky
Where are we all running so fast?
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THE GARDEN

Awakened
from depth and distant skies
a breath exhaling on me
powder and dust from the earth

amber on my nose
no cherubs or swords
oh heaven did I miss something
tell me I’m not alone
tell me I’m not alone

how many times it happened
a lack of memory
or am I dreaming

feet of clay, wavering grains
the old spark reverbs its glory
on this familiar sight
peaceful sound of absence
on this dilated time

woken up again
from an abyss and from distant skies
where I find myself
a breath has blown some dust
this smell of resin and honey
maybe I’m dreaming
maybe I lost something important
that breath is still here
a conciliating sound of absence
and this familiar view
these creatures, looking at them
I feel my eyes wet..
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there’s a sense of mystery and peace
among these trees and the earth
it’s similar to a place where I’ve already been
the memory of a passed life
(what’s this sadness..)
and yet it’s di!erent
there’s an enigmatic absence of time
and all seems in perfect harmony
that now looking at it fills me with a sublime deep
feeling
and in this greenery I feel my pain healing..
a desire of childhood play is waking up again..

THE DANCE

everything is pervaded by a continue sense of growth and yet so sponta-
neous, calm and blessed
where nothing remains the same as itself and its dwelling...
in its powerful inexorability
full of peace this absence
that is presence..

MYCELIUM

where am I now?
I don’t have memories of this place maybe I’ve never been here
a net of connections and bonds mysterious messages..
I remember a similar net, but it was hanging in the
sky, invisible..
this is an endless neuro-vegetable network
where everything coexists and progresses together where its conscio-
usness is not owner
but guardian..
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THE PLANT

Melancholy.. the sense of a lost childhood as if in front of this wonder,
I felt like I lost it

“what you hear is not the past. We’re here, and we’re
somewhere else. And all fates are connected”

I don’t want to lose you. I’m scared. This house
before has became a place to reach, I desired you
but I didn’t manage to come back to you..
I become old, I die and to remember becomes always
more di!cult..
From your branches that seem died, life always grows
again instead. Your greenery restores and preserves
the holy knowledge.

“Don’t be scared. Your life is a season, the soul the
seed, and the body the flower.
A trace of this knowledge was codified in that seed. 
But it has the shape of an intuitive knowledge, 
because that must not appear.
You won’t be able to give a name to what you are missing,
but you will remember it as a desire inside of you”

Hi there.. (you are not alone..)
Can you hear us? (you are not alone..)
It’s been a long time, and you may have forgotten our voice.. 
Mother earth is calling you
Remember
The Constitution of the Nation of Plants
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FERRIS WHEEL

where
do we merge
when the cosmic trails 
tear us apart

you
you will catch me from the crowd
with a sleight of hand

and I
I will fight
with that hand
flying above the mankind

we
will be together
in admiring silence 
as the curtain falls

please forgive me 
if I am lost
if I am feeling it out 
for myself

it’s not easy
when we’ve grown soldiers 
to surrender
to be frail

mother loves you 
and all the darkness 
like an old friend 
will let you go 5/7TR
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the ferris wheel 
makes its cycle
in the air
in this timeless life

we will meet again
with a sleight of hand

we will meet again
with a sleight of hand

we’ll be strangers 
we’ll be lovers
with a sleight of hand

we’ll be together
through the cosmic trails 
with a sleight of hand

I’m here, but I’m also there..
in a sort of way a trace..
even only a little grain..
a pixel that reflects its light..
a memory of a research of time
and desire of existence exploring
to understand it and than to control it, a push that 
was running faster than its comprehension..

now here a conch scattered on this cosmic sand
where our destinies interlace in a perfect and
necessary way
and in this perfection, where it is impossible to fail 
where nothing degenerates but evolves rapidly
I ask myself, plant, what sense do our lives have? 
what sense has this memory of a lost love
I feel that everything brings us back here
at this eternal moment, of balance and harmony
at our house 6/7TR
A
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to that we were intimately relied
that looking at it from here
between this cold and dark universe
a!ects me
in the miracle of every little bud of it

SOMEWHERE

Here and there
life joins its parade
somewhere
we are heading somewhere

machines apart
a kite floating on the moon
somewhere
it’s leading somewhere

numbers and stars
collapse in a rainbow’s path
somewhere
we are heading somewhere

side by side
in a gathering of a nature tribe
somewhere
we are breathing somewhere

machines apart
a child running on the moon
somewhere
he’s heading somewhere

here and there
life joins its parade
somewhere
we are heading somewhere

down from the ground
a seed is turning in leaves
somewhere
it’s heading somewhere
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